R2131-RC1487-PTPS
Paraíba-type Tourmaline, Paraíba Tourmaline & Diamond Ring
Platinum ring featuring a 4.17 carat pear shape Paraíba-type tourmaline accented by
0.47 carat total weight of round Paraíba tourmalines and 0.78 carat total weight of
round diamonds.
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Design Details
Paraíba-type Tourmaline, Paraíba Tourmaline & Diamond Ring
Platinum, Size 6.5
1 Paraíba-type Tourmaline Pear-Shape 4.17 ct. (11.92x7.88x7.38mm) - Heated
43 Paraíba Tourmaline Rd 0.47 ctw. - Heated
81 Diamond Rd 0.78 ctw. (G+/VS+)

Unique Design Traits
Bright electric color is a desirable shade for Paraíba & Paraíba-type tourmaline.
Incredibly rare, well cut and well saturated center stone, due to rarity of copperbearing tourmaline inclusions can be expected, but stone still displays fine clarity
and brilliance.
Melee around center stone from Brazil and down center spoke of the shank.
Hand-set precise French pavé in double halo and triple shank, with virtually no
metal visible.
Winner of the 2018 “Top Rock” Award from WeddingWire.

Gemstone Details
Cuprian Elbaite Tourmaline & Paraíba Tourmaline
More often recognized by the name Paraíba, cuprian elbaite tourmaline is copperbearing; as a trace element, copper is responsible for the intense neon blue hues
that make Paraíba and Paraíba-type tourmalines so desirable. A stone is considered
a Paraíba tourmaline if mined in the specific region in Paraíba, Brazil where the
stone was first discovered in the 1980’s. The allure of this magnificent stone from
the moment of its discovery saw demand far surpass supply. Thanks to more
recent discoveries of deposits in Nigeria and Mozambique supply has increased
for this unique stone, but fine material over a carat remains extremely rare. Stones
mined in Mozambique, Nigeria or anywhere else in the world besides Paraíba are
thus referred to as Paraíba-type tourmalines. From the moment this stone was
discovered, its unique color captivated gem collectors and jewelry lovers around
the world. Demand has remained high with the addition of new sources; no
other color tourmaline has ever commanded the prices of fine cuprian elbaite
tourmaline. The range of color in the stone can appear greenish blue, bluish
green, green, blue and violet. Color is perhaps the most important variable when
comparing these stones, all other things being equal. Inclusions are to be expected
and forgiven when judging fine stones, as long as saturation of color and brightness
remain strong.
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Certificate of Authenticity
This document certifies that the holder of this certificate is the
owner of a one-of-a-kind handcrafted jewelry piece designed by
Niveet Nagpal of Omi Privé.
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